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Our work
Tackle financial
exclusion
Helping people
get out of
problem debt

Prevent people
from falling into
problem debt

Effective
competition & improved
consumer outcomes through
supporting access to
products & services,
protecting vulnerable
consumers and improving
the fairness of the financial
system

Ensure
availability of
sound financial
advice

A credit market
that meets
consumers’
needs

Improving
people’s financial
capability/money
skills
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Background
•

Breathing space will give people in problem debt the right to legal
protections from creditor action for up to 60 days, while they receive
debt advice and enter an appropriate debt solution.

•

A client’s debt situation will not worsen during this period and there will
be a break from creditor contact about debts that are owed.

•

It gives the client time, without the fear of debts rising, to engage with
professional debt advisers to identify a positive, sustainable solution to
their debt, in order to start to rebuild their financial position.

•

There is an alternative access mechanism for people in mental
health crisis treatment, allowing them to access tailored
protections quickly, and for a longer period if needed, despite the
challenges they may face in accessing debt advice.
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What is breathing space?
60 days

Debt solutions
include:

Protections
No enforcement e.g. no bailiffs, no contact
chasing for repayment, court action is
paused.

Bankruptcy

IVAs

Professional Debt Advice
Debt adviser
checks you:
• Would benefit from
a debt solution and
have a realistic
chance of entering
into one
• need time to sort
that out

Debt
Management
Plan

Debts Don’t Escalate
Interest is frozen and there are no fees and
charges

Debt Relief
Orders

Broad range of debts can be included e.g. financial services
(mortgages, credit cards, payday loans); utilities (phone, electricity) and public
sector (council tax, tax credit and UC overpayments) and more
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Mental health mechanism – same scheme, but…
Length of crisis treatment, plus 30 days
Protections
Mental Health
• Evidence of mental
health crisis treatment
provided to debt
adviser
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No enforcement e.g. no bailiffs, no contact
chasing for repayment, court action is
paused.
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1

Professional Debt Advice

Debt adviser
checks:
• Credit check to
identify any
additional debts to
include
• Does not have to
offer advice
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Debts Don’t Escalate
Interest is frozen and there are no fees and
charges
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4
(mortgages, credit cards, payday loans); utilities (phone, electricity) and public1

Broad range of debts can be included e.g. financial services
sector (council tax, tax credit and UC overpayments) and more

1. AMHP evidence,
rather than debt
advice process
2. CRA check and
eligibility criteria
apply; no bar to
those in breathing
space in last year
3. Same protections,
last for length of
treatment plus 30
days
4. Not asked to
engage with debt
advice during
crisis care
5. Debt adviser
discretion on
ongoing liabilities
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Outline process
Debt adviser just needs
basic info to identify the
person and find what
debts they owe and who
to

Individual is
receiving
mental
health crisis
treatment

AMHP
provides
evidence
that the
person is
receiving
this
treatment

AMHP completes
evidence form
confirming that
the debtor is
receiving this
treatment and
nominating
ongoing point of
contact

Debt
adviser
considers
this and
other info
to check
someone is
eligible

Form passed
to a debt
adviser, can be
by the AMHP
or a 3rd party
Consent
required if
assessed as

No requirement to engage
with debt advice, (unlike main
scheme)

Debt adviser
enters debtor
into
breathing
space

Individual not
forced to seek
debt advice.

Entry not
restricted if
they’ve had a
breathing space
before (unlike
main scheme)

Debtor is in MH
breathing space for
entirety of treatment

Debt adviser
checks in with
nominated point
of contact (usually
care co-ordinator)
to check crisis
treatment
ongoing; will
continue to check
in every 20-30
days

MH crisis
treatment
ends

Breathing
space ends
30 days
after
treatment
finishes

Debtor can apply
for standard
breathing space
via main route

If not
communicated
to the debt
adviser,
breathing space
will be cancelled

capable
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What counts as mental health crisis treatment?

Can only certified by an AMHP – extremely strong
protections that require robust professional judgement

• Detained for
assessment or
treatment under the
Mental Health Act
• Removed to a Place
of Safety under that
Act
• Receiving crisis
treatment in any
setting from a
specialist mental
health service mental
health team) for a
mental disorder of a
serious nature
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Key points for AMHPs
•

You can make a certification, but are not required to do it

•

You can make a certification because you think it will help, or because someone
else has suggested it will

•

You can use your knowledge and judgement to make the certification – the
regulations do not determine how you do this, or where

•

Beyond name, address and DOB, you are not required to give any further
information about the individual (but it helps)

•

[You only need to seek consent if the individual has capacity to give it]

•

You will not need to have an existing relationship with a debt adviser, or to engage
directly with the debt adviser to certify

•

Post-certification, can hand off to the nominated point of contact

•

There are no penalties or other sanctions in the scheme for anything that an
AMHP does, or does not do
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Implementation challenges
Challenge

Plan

Avoiding burdens on both AMHPs, other
professionals and debt advisers

Limit AMHP role to essentials
Plan specialist debt advice support

Keeping evidence form simple to
complete and easy to submit

Limit mandatory fields
Online form, supports different formats

The importance of the nominated point of Clear prompts in guidance and form
contact in continuing the protections
Training for debt advisers
Ensuring process works for people
with/without capacity; with/without active
support from carers/advocates

Regulations anticipate different scenarios
and give clear cover
Monitor for gaps

Joining up with debt advice at the right
time in a person’s treatment

Plan specialist debt advice support to
include end of treatment handover [TBC]

Smoothing the path to debt advice with
the right specialist skills

Online form – one simple access point to
reach specialist debt advice
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Scheme guidance and evidence form
We need your input on these to get them right.
Guidance
•

Is the level of detail right?

•

Should we include any other information?

•

Where should it appear?

•

What would the right format be, for you to use?

Evidence form
•

Would it be quick/easy to complete?

•

Is anything missing? Does anything look unnecessary?

•

What would the right format be, for you to use?

•

Where should it appear?

How can we
improve these
for you?
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Next steps

2017
Financial
Guidance
and Claims
Act
Call for
Evidence

Oct 2018 –
Jun 2019
Policy
Consultation

July 2020
Regulations
laid in
Parliament

Autumn
2020
Regulations
debated
Share draft
guidance
and process

Winter
2020
Guidance
publication
Awareness
raising

May 2021
Breathing
Space goes
live

• What questions do you have about the scheme?
• What concerns you about it?
• Do you think the scheme will help the people you
support?
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